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Introduction 
 
Although the current public opinion on nanotechnologies can be described as positive, the changes in public 

discussion of emerging technologies bear some risks. The more and more central role of social media and the 

emergence of different social media “influencers” have led to a stronger unpredictability of the “civil society”. 

Domains and topics that were previously left for scientific experts are more often discussed by people with limited 

scientific background – who do not necessarily share the principles of technical risk assessment, but at the same 

time may enjoy larger audiences than scientific organisations or public institutions do.  

 

Considering these developments, possible needs for public communication of nanotechnologies and possible 

communication roles for an organisational structure of Nano Risk Governance were discussed in Gov4Nano. The 

aim was to lay foundations for possible dialogue and communication activities by the organisational form that would 

support the overarching aims of the project, fostering safe and societally desirable development of nanomaterials 

and related products.  

 
Description of Work 

 
Drawing on studies on public perceptions of nanotechnologies, findings of sociological risk research and an analysis 

of current public discussion patterns (e. g. in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic) stakeholders as well as 

bloggers and social media influencers not primarily focused on nanotechnologies were interviewed on current needs 

for public communication of nanotechnologies. Based on the interviews, eleven recommendations were formulated 

for public communication by the possible organisational structure of Nano Risk Governance. 

 

The recommendations and this deliverable report however are to be viewed as a synthesis by task leader DIALOG 

BASIS: They do not necessarily represent the opinions of all individual persons and organisations involved.  

    

Main Results 
 
In general, two audiences – with different interests – can be identified for the possible organisational form for Nano 

Risk Governance and its communication activities:  

- Stakeholders from the industry, public authorities, scientific organisations and CSOs would count 

as primary audience of the organisational form. They would need to be informed about its work, the 

services, tools and recommendations it would provide.  

- The general public on the other hand cannot be expected to be widely interested in the work of the 

organisational form. If it would communicate to the general public, the focus of this communication should 

be set on the safety and risks of nanomaterials in relationship to the benefits of these materials.   

Although it would be possible to communicate exclusively towards the expert community and stakeholders, it can 

be argued that the organisational form of Nano Risk Governance would do wise to monitor public discussion and 

communicate towards the general public as well. Not only would this strengthen the existing information channels 

in the sense of allowing informed choice, but also contribute to trust and societal acceptability of nanomaterials and 

related products.  
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Based on the expert interviews, the following recommendations can be formulated for lay-people-oriented public 

communication of nanotechnologies:   

 
1. The organisational form for Nano Risk Governance should provide scientifically sound 

foundations for informed choices. In the sense of fostering safe and sustainable development, use and 

disposal of (products containing) nanomaterials in Europe, interested persons should be able to receive 

sound information and not have to resort to dubious sources. 

 

2. The organisational form for Nano Risk Governance should not duplicate existing initiatives. As 

laypeople-oriented information platforms on nanotechnologies (EUON, DaNa 2.0) already exist in Europe, 

setting up another consumer information platform is not needed. The existing initiatives should however 

be supported and linked to. 

 

3. The organisational form for Nano Risk Governance could monitor public discussion on 

nanomaterials and nanotechnologies and provide foresight. The work of stakeholders could be 

supported by means of “horizon scanning” and identifying possible emerging topics in the public 

discussion. 

 

4. Based on this monitoring function, the organisational form for Nano Risk Governance could react 

to emerging topics and communicate what is known about the risks and safety of different 

nanomaterials in the context of their benefits. Building on the planned portal, it could be compiled and 

communicated what is known about the safety of different nanomaterials in a nuanced way – especially in 

situations when specific materials attract more public attention. 

 

5. The organisational form for Nano Risk Governance could develop and use easy-to-share 

information formats. Existing information platforms could be complemented with smartphone-compatible 

infographics, factsheets or explanatory videos that often reach wider audiences than traditional websites. 

 

6. The organisational form for Nano Risk Governance could use social media. Social media platforms 

such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube or Reddit could be used for laypeople-oriented topical 

communication and for complementing the existing websites.  

 

7. The organisational form for Nano Risk Governance could pay attention to influencers. On social 

media, established institutions enjoy less attention than heavily followed YouTubers or TikTokers, 

especially in younger age groups. If (individual) nanomaterials would gain strong public attention, 

influencers taking part in the discussion could be provided with specific information.    

 

8. The organisational form for Nano Risk Governance should make its laypeople-oriented 

communication available in different European languages. Whereas the expert community can be 

informed in English, the information directed at the general public – especially less-educated groups – 

should be made available in as many languages as possible.  

 

9. The organisational form for Nano Risk Governance should allocate resources for its 

communication activities. All the possible aforementioned activities require personnel resources, from 

scientific expertise to journalistic and graphic design competences. 

 

10. The organisational form for Nano Risk Governance should have its communication activities 

evaluated regularly. If an active role in the public discussion is taken up, a qualitative evaluation of the 

activities – also compared to other institutions active in public communication – is called for. 

 

11. The organisational form for Nano Risk Governance should be transparent on itself. Easy-to-

understand information on “Who we are” and “What we do” is required for strengthening the 

trustworthiness of the organisational form and its public communication. 

 
For more details about the Gov4Nano project please visit the Gov4Nano website. Public 

deliverables will be made available in due time via this website. 


